Whether the activities in your space change by the hour, or remain consistent throughout the day, the Monaco collection delivers. Monaco’s lightweight yet sturdy design is perfect for cafés, multi-purpose rooms, breakrooms, and event spaces throughout your building. The perforated contoured back provides just the right support, and the upholstered fabric seat maintains comfort for a longer term sit.

Monaco blends performance with practicality. They stack, they gang, and they clean up easily. Short on storage space? Monaco stacks up to 16 high (poly seat) on the available Dolly.
MONACO

Stacking Chair

Features

- Perforated black contoured poly back
- Molded foam upholstered or contoured poly seat, Black
- Stacks approx. 16 high - poly seat, 10 high - upholstered seat
- Silver powder coat frame finish
- Non-marring ganging device glides
- Packaged 4 chairs per carton
- 4-wheel storage dolly available

Dimensions

- Overall: 33-7/8" H x 21" W x 22-1/2" D
- Seat height: 18"
- Seat depth: 18-5/8"
- Seat width: 18-1/8" (Poly) 17-1/4" (Fabric)
- Back height from seat: 17-1/2"
- Cartoned chair weight: 61 lbs (4 chairs)
- Carton size: 22-1/4" x 25-3/4" x 25-1/4" (Poly)
  21-3/4" x 27" x 29-1/4" (Fabric)

Part Numbers

- MN5000S: Monaco Stacking Chair - Poly Seat
- MN5000P: Monaco Stacking Chair - Upholstered Seat
- 8050: Monaco Stacking Chair Storage Dolly

Storage Dolly Features

- Tubular steel black frame
- Heavy duty casters
- Stores approximately 16 stacking chairs

Dimensions

- Cartoned weight: 14 lbs
- Carton size: 32" x 25" x 13"

Also available in Stool height. Extended lead time and minimum order quantity apply.

Additional Back Poly Options Available

10-12 week lead time – 60 unit minimum

- Beige
- Brown
- Blue
- Navy
- Burgundy
- Red

Specifications subject to change without prior notice.
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